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Living is getting expensive. Everything is getting expensive. 

Food prices, fuel bills, housing costs, just… everything. 

What do we need to do to keep affording to live? 

Can we change how our city works, and who our city works for?

The Cost of Everything is an interactive performance/game show

for simultaneous live and online players which interrogates the 

cost of living crisis by building a brand new model city, live on stage.

You can join us in person, or play from home via livestream.

Those with us in person will be our key workers – working directly

within the model, helping us to build new houses, grow new food,

develop new power stations – either playing from your seat or

joining us on stage.

Those who join the livestream will be our remote workers – 

playing from home, you will decide how our city grows, and

how we tackle upcoming crises. Do we need more houses?

New food supply chains? Should we shift to nuclear power,

or renewables?

However you decide to play, you will have the power to

completely change where we go, what we build, and wherecompletely change where we go, what we build, and where

our priorities lie.

Can we find a way out of the cost of living crisis?

WEST END BEST FRIEND
“A quirky, unique and highly entertaining show

that will leave audiences in stitches and more informed

on the challenges we face in our modern world.”
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NUMBER 9 REVIEWS
“It is something to satirise and make people laugh.

However, it is quite rare to actually offer the audience,

constructive and original ideas for solving a crisis in an

extremely amusing and entertaining way.”



elliot@hiddentrack.org.uk

We’re currently looking for supporting partners to help us

tour this innovative new show in Spring/Autumn 2025.
 

We will be submitting a new ACE Project Grants bid in Early 2024 to 

support the tour, plus a re-rehearsal process in Late 2024/Early 2025.
 

To support this bid, we are looking for To support this bid, we are looking for Spring/Autumn 2025 tour 

dates, plus in-kind support in the form of marketing & mentoring

support. We are also looking for introduction to local community 

groups to help with our audience development.

We will provide, set-up and manage our own 

livestream equipment. to present every 

performance simultaneously live and online.

 

As well as encouraging interaction and creating community As well as encouraging interaction and creating community 

between live and online audiences, this provides accessibility 

options for your audience who cannot attend in person, 

and opens up new revenue streams for non-local audiences.

We have no upper limit on our online audience capacity, We have no upper limit on our online audience capacity, 

and our experience so far in providing an additional online 

offering has shown that this approach has the potential to 

bring brand new audiences to engage with your venue’s 

work.

We also have a number of We also have a number of free online games and shows to 

aid in audience outreach which can be offered as part of 

audience development.

We can offer post-show discussions and bespoke 

workshops to a wide range of audiences. 

As well as discussing the themes and forms of the show, we As well as discussing the themes and forms of the show, we 

have extensive experience in delivering workshops on our 

unique approach to interactive theatre.

We have been invited to deliver workshops ranging from 

masterclasses for MA students at University of Greenwich 

and UEL, to introductory sessions for youth participatory & 

drama groups such as Royal Exchange Young Company.

We can also offer BSL-interpreted shows, visual guides, touch tours and relaxed performances.

We have previously worked with BSL-performance specialists Theatresign as well as visually-impaired perfor-

mance specialists Extant to create accessible shows that allow a wide range audiences to watch and also 

play with us.

We would love to discuss with you what else we can offer.
 

Please get in touch.



REGIONAL ADAPTATIONS

SALFORD

OXFORD

HARROGATE



AUDIENCE INTERACTION

OUTSIDE THE THEATRE

This journey always begins when our audience first hear of our work, 

and before they commit to buying a ticket. We are able to first introduce

new audiences to our work via our free online games and videos,

available to play at any time on our website, hiddentrack.org.uk

If at any point anyone wishes to opt out of interaction,

they can simply raise their ‘No, Thank You!’ card at any point,

and our performers will look to someone else.

No-one in our performance is ever asked to do anything they

do not want to do,and there is never a way of ‘doing it wrong’.

Everything our audience do while in our care

is welcomed and celebrated.is welcomed and celebrated.

Hello!
 

Thanks very much for being with us today.

We're really looking forward to making a show with you.
 

We think audience interaction should be a fun, exciting thing.

The most important part of this is making sure that all of ourThe most important part of this is making sure that all of our

audience are happy and comfortable.
 

All interaction today will be voluntary, and we will never

ask you to do anything you don't want to do.
 

Everything you do with us today will be celebrated.

Whether you get up and play, or sit quietly and watch,Whether you get up and play, or sit quietly and watch,

you are helping us to make a show, and we want

to thank you for that.
 

We want to make interactive theatre that gets people

playing together and talking to each other.

We hope you enjoy your time with us today!
  

- Hidden Track x

INSIDE THE THEATRE

‘No, Thank You!’ Cards Guide to Audience Interaction

Before our show begins, we have two main tools for keeping our audience at ease.

Then, our online livestreams give audiences a chance to engage

meaningfully with our work without having to enter a theatre venue, in an

online space where playful interaction is safer and less intimidating.

This has already been proven to draw a great number of new audiences.

For our online-only game ’How to Win’ hosted by HOME, Manchester,

79% of players had NEVER engaged with that theatre‘s work before.







79% of our players through HOME’s website had 

NEVER engaged with that theatre's work before.



KEY DETAILS

Our team can provide and set up all equipment necessary for livestreaming.
 

While this is a technically complicated show, it is designed to be adaptable to a range of spaces both big and small,

and to fit within your venue’s existing tech set-up.
 

As long as you can provide us with an internet connection, we will be able to livestream inside your space.
  

Our set and staging are modular in design, and can shrink or expand to fit your space.
 

Our set also contains a number of local lights which we will control within our existing set-up, and our wider lighting plan

can be very simple or more elaborate based on the needs and capabilities of the venue.
 

This show features projection throughout. We will provide our own projection screen as part of our set, and can either

work with your existing projector, or can hire our own with prior arrangement.work with your existing projector, or can hire our own with prior arrangement.

We will tour with three performers, plus two of our own operators who will manage livestream and show tech.

For further technical details, please get in touch.

Lead contacts: 

Elliot Hughes, Artistic Director, elliot@hiddentrack.org.uk

Veronika Diamond, Producer, veronika@hiddentrack.org.uk

Full video of the show, as well as trailers, reviews, images and audience feedback,

can be found at hiddentrack.org.uk/supportingmaterial



FEE STRUCTURES

Our all-inclusive fee for this show, part-covering

three actors and two technical operators,

travel, accomodation and full livestream setup, is

£800 per performance.

We understand the pressures of venues to programme quality work within strict budgets.

Because of this, alongside a traditional venue buy-in, we also have a co-programming

offering, wherein two venues can share this buy-in fee.

If you would be interested in a co-programming arrangement, please get in touch with 

Veronika Diamond, Producer, 

veronika@hiddentrack.org.uk

We will host the stream on our own website, 

with a simple password-protected link that can 

be sent out by your venue’s box office to 

manage online ticket sales.

We imagine these venues being geographically 

close, and the relationships between the two

regions, their differences and similarities will be

incorporated into the piece.incorporated into the piece.

Within this structure, 'Venue One' hosts the live interactive 

show and generates revenue from traditional ticketing ac-

tivity, bar sales, and all the other benefits of a live audience.

'Venue Two' hosts the interactive live stream as part of 

their programming, taking all revenue generated from 

online ticketing. 

This allows a more traditional programming relationship This allows a more traditional programming relationship 

with Venue One, while Venue Two is able to focus on the 

wider audience available from an online offering, with the 

stream able to be easily incorporated into access or digital 

programming.


